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Ab&W. We study the computational complexity of the satisfiability problem for Krom rf’Nf L, 
formulas. Upper and lower boundr are obtained for several decidable clasws of formulas cie*eer- 
mined by quantifier prefix and degree of predicate letters. For example, we show that determinmg 
satisfiability of Krom formulas with quantifier prefix of the form 3. .3V. . El.. .3 ir compl nc 
for deterministic exponential time, but that if the number of universal quantifier5 is bounded tkn 
polynomial time suffices. 
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1. Introduction 
. 
. 
. 
. . 
. . 
. 
. . 
A Krom formula, 01 CNF-2 .formula, is a formula of pure quantificational theory 
whose matrix is in conjunctive normal form with at most two disjuncts in each 
conjunct. The decision problem for satisftability of Krom formulas has been studied 
extensively; the situation for the various subclarses determined by the form of the 
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quantifier pretix is as follows: 
Decida& classes: v3v [2]. 3*v*3* [191. 
Undeciucrble classes: 3V3V. V33V [I, 41. 
v3vv. vv3v [2], 
Unknown: V3V3k (k 2 1), V3V3*. 
In !I+ paper tve study the computational complexity of the satisfiability problem 
for the known decidable ciassrs of Krom formulas. Interest in these questions arises 
in part from work already done on the complexity of the decision problem for 
quantificational formula\ not restricted by truth-functional structure [ 171. In addi- 
tion. <‘;nlk observed in his original NP-completeness paper [7] that in unquantified 
logic the Krom formulas have a satisfiability problem in P. whereas the satisfiability 
problem for unrestricted formukis is NP-complete. This result was strengthened to 
\how that the unsatisfability problem for unquantified Krom formulas is complete 
for nondeterministic log space [I I]. Further. the satisfiable Krom formulas are 
comptctc lor I’ even in quantified boolean logic [3]. Thus the present results give 
ti)rne indication of the interaction between propositional and quantificational struc- 
ture in determining complexity. 
Our result\ are as follows: 
I 1 ) Satisfiahility is decidable in polynomial time for Krom formulas with prefix 
V3V. Moreover. the unu~ticfiable Krom formulas with pretix V3V form a class 
Wmplctc fW fltlndetCrminiStiC hlg SpdCC. 
( 2 I Si:tti4iability for the Marlov CIHSI (Krom formulas with prefix 3*V*3*) is a 
cc~mpltitr problrm for deterministic cxponcntial time. But for each fixed k. satisfiabil- 
II! ft)r Krom formula\ with prefix 3*V”3* i\ decid;ible in polynomial time. 
(31 Satisti~bility for Krom formular with prefix 3*V* is a complete problem 
Ior pc*lytlomiill \pacc. 
(4 b Sati4i;rhility for monadic Krom formula\ (without restriction on quantifier 
prefix, is complete for I’. 
1 hc\e rc\ult\ may h* contr+.tcd with the known facts about formulas with 
unrc\trictrtl truth-functional form tscc ai\0 [X. IhI): 
I I 1 l’tic V3V ~144s i\ undrcidahlc [ I -I 1. 
t 2) I‘hc 3*V” 3* CI;IW i\ undccitl;~hlc H hen k . 3. complctc for x I’I\II..( c” “‘c” ) 
uhcn k y 2. ilnd in I>IISII (c.“’ “““‘I ‘1 when k = I (9. 171. 
I 31 1 hc 3*W clan i\ complctc for It \I*] ISII [I?]. 
(4 I I hc nlc*n;ldic clar\ i\ complete for N I1x11.( c ’ ‘““’ ) [ 17;. 
;\ncrthzr WIXI;I\S of interest i\ rhc clii%\ of CNF- I formuLls. whose matrices arc 
conjunct~c~~ of ;ttomic Iormul;l~ itnd ncg;ttion\ of ;ttomic formula\. The unratisfiabil- 
IIF problem felt forl;lul;t* tn thi\ CI;IU i\ complctc for I’: thi\ follows ca\ily from [IS]. 
2. Notslian und preliminaries 
WC itrc concerned with formula\ of the prcdicatr calculus without equality. 
tunc’rlclr: +m. or free variahlec. H’c uw pcncrally standard notalion for the lanpuagc 
14 c~;M*c.~ prc’thcatc r;~lculu~ 
Universally quantified variables are typically labelled y, exiskntial variahkc .v; 
we also use subscripted and primed variants. Regular expressions are used to dcm~tc 
classes of prenex formulas restricted by the form of the quantifiers; for cxan:;k. 
3*V*3* denotes the set of prenex formulas with a single string of consecutlsc 
universal quantifiers. Krom denotes the class of formulas whose matrices are con junc- 
tions of disjunctions of two signed atomic formulas (v.i.), and Sar denote\ the C%W 
of satisfiable formulas. Hyphens indicate intersection of classes; for example. WV- 
Krom-Sat is the class of satisfiable Krom formulas with prefix VW. 
A signedaromicformula iseither an atomic formula or an atomic formula prcca Icd 
by the negation sign 1. Similarly, a .C~IIPCI predicate letter is a predicate lcttcr 4-r :I 
predicate letter preceded by -1. d and ti (and variants) are used to Iahcl Gp:,cti 
predicate letters. The negation sign is sometimes used bcfore a signed prcdit.llic 
letter or a signed atomic formula witn the obvious meaning. 
The functionalform of a prenex formula F is obtained by replacing each cxi~tcnri,dl 
variable x in F by f,(y,,. y,,, . . . , y,” )-where y4,, y,,, . . . , y,” are the universal v;l;ri- 
ables in whose scope x lies--nnd then deleting all quantifiers. The functional fo~nr 
reflects the fact that the ‘value’ of x when F is interpreted in a model may dep WI 
on the ‘values’ of y,,, y,,, . . . , y,,,. The Herbrund unil;erse D(F) of F is the *c’t of III 
terms formed from the functions f,. If F has no initial existential variable\ rwhti.h 
become functions of zero arguments) a ‘seed’ value + must bc added to start rhc 
process. I)( F. k 1 is the set of all terms in D(F) of height at m’:,st k. 
An Herbrund insrarrce of F is a copy of the functional form of F in which elemcrst* 
of the Herbrand universe have been substituted for the universal variable\. and !hc 
Herbrund expansion E(F) of I: is the conjunction of all of the Herhrand instanc CI 
of F; it is infinite if F contains an existential variable that is governed by at lc.:+t 
one universal variable. E( F. k ) dcnotcs the conjunction of all tlerbrand in\tanc.rc 
*here only terms from D(F, k) have been substituted for the universal variahl:s. 
The Expansion Theorem states that F is satisfiable if and only if its Hcrhrand 
expansion is truth-functionally consistent. Further discussion of Hcrhrand 
expansions and the Expansion Theorem may be found in [8] and [ IH]. 
To avoid confusion, we use the term afom to denote an instance of an at~nnr 
formula in an Hcrbrand expansion. The notation F[y,/t,. . , . . y,,/~,,] denotes the 
formula resulting from simultaneous substitution of I, for y,. . . . . C, for y,, in I: 
IN~XPIIXIL- refers to the union over all constant!; c of IYIIW (c”,. 
3. Polynomial time complexity of VW-Krom formulas 
Theorem 3.1. WV-Krom-Sat c P. 
To show that satisfiability of WV-Krom formulas can hc tested in polynomi:J 
time, we show that it is not necessary to exitmine the entire Herbrand expansion. 
That is. we show that there exists a polynomial n such that any WV-Krom formtil.~ 
F is satisfiable if and only if E(F. n(!F!)) is truth-functionally CcJnSktent. Sirct: 
D(F. k) consists only of the terms +, f,(t). f,(f,(+)),. . . .ft ‘(4) there are exactbw 
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k’ formulas in E(F, k), each of size O(klF(). The expanded formula E(F, &I)) 
thus has length bounded by ~F~s(IF)Y. S ince unsatisliability for a CNF-2 formula 
of the propositional calculus can be checked deterministically in polynomial time, 
so can the unsatisfiability of E (Our proof actually suffices to show that V3V-Krom- 
Sat is in CO-NLCK~SPACE. for which it must be complete by Jones’ result [l I] on 
unquantified Krom formulas. The explicit details of the proof of this stronger claim 
are unilluminating and are easily supplied by the interested reader.) 
The prefix of F is taken to be Vy,3xVy,. Because of its special form, it is 
convenient to regard the Herbrand universe asconsisting of just the natural numbers 
and the Skolem function f, as the successor function (see [8, p. 119)). Henceforth 
in this section we will take this point of view. Thus the substituents for y, and y2 
in an instance of F will be arbitrary natural numbers m and n. and the substituent 
for x is always m + I. 
.I. 1. Reductions of Krom formulas 
WC hcgin by showing that any V3V-Krom formula can be transformed in poly- 
nomial time to an equivalent formula in which all predicate Iaiters are dyadic. and 
in which only certain arrangements of the variables app.?ar within the atomic 
formulas. These reductions closely resemble those used in [L] and [H] to show the 
dccidability of the class. However, they must be carried out more carefully to 
maintain the polynomial time bound. 
Lerrr 3.2. The .satisjiability problem for VW-Krom is reducible in polynomial time 
to that for the subclass of VW-Krom in which formulas have dyadic predicate letters 
only. 
Praof. The proof is almost exactly that in [H. pp. IhX-1721. The iclca is that a 
formula with this prefix has only two ‘independent variables’. and a predicate letter 
with more than two argument places must have duplications among its variables 
that can be omitted by purely syntactic transformations. 
(iivrn a formula F’ of the form Vy,3xVyzM. we first eliminate monadic predicate 
Icthzr% by a trivial syntactic substitution. Let F’ be the resulting formula. We now 
intrrxlucc a dyadic predicate letter Q,, for each atomic formula A in a certain set 
1. The intended interpretation for Q,, is that 0.,mn is to be true if and only if 
A[ y,/m. x/m + I. y-/n] is true. Ea:h occurrence of an atomic formula A in rhe 
matrix 01 F’ i* replaced by the formula 0,,y,y2, and then certain biconditionals 
(including additional new predicate letters) are conjoined to the matrix in order to 
in\urc that the inrcrpretations of the 0, in any model of the resulting formula can 
bc used to reconstruct a model for F’. The particular hiconditionals and the details 
111 the proof arc in [n]. 
‘I’hc proof that the newly constructed formula is satisfiable if and only if F is 
~;ltl*fiablc depends on a suitable choice for the set Z;. In [g]. E is chosen to be the 
~‘1 of u/i atomic formulas that can be constructed from the predicate letters of F’ 
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and the variables y,, yz and x. Unfortunately, the number of such atomic formulks 
may be expnential in the size of F. We therefore make the following modificaticm: 
let P contain all atomic formulas A[y,/o,, x/u2, y2/u3] where A occurs in F’ ancl 
u,, oz. C+E {y,, y,, x). This modification entails no change in the proof as given ill 
[g]. For although it is insufficient to let P contain only the atomic formulas actuai!j 
found in F’, it does suffice to consider only atomic formulas in which the variable4 
occur in the same pattern as they do rn some formula of F’. For example, we need 
not consider the atomic formula Pxy, if P is the cfyadic replacement of a monadic 
predicate letter of F; it is enough to include Pxx. Py,y,. and Py,y, in 2;. Thus the 
number of atomic formulas in 2 is at most a constant times the number occurrirle 
in F’, and the size of the resulting formula is polynomial in O((F(). 0 
We now specify the particular types of dyadic formulas that will bc of interest. 
Definition. Let F be a formula of V3V-Krom and let 4 and $ be signed predicallc 
letters. A conjunct of F is monadic if it is of the form (4y,y, v clry, y,). A conjuncn 
of F is elementary if it is of one of the following forms: 
(dY,Y, v cLY,YZ)r (&Y2Y, v @CY,Y,j. 
(4YlYZ v rlxy,). (4Y,Y, v 4Y*X). 
Lemma 3.3. The satisjiabilily problem for the class WV-Krom is reducible in poiv 
nomial rime IO that for the subclass of V3V-Krom whose matrices contain nronadrd, 
and elementary conjunctions only. 
Proof. The proof follows from the construction of (8. pp. 2X5-2.77]. i : 
The usefulness of this restriction will become ;Ippareflt in the next section. 
3.2. Chains and satisfiability 
In this section we discuss how satisfiahility of an V3V-Krom formula (as rcstrictcd 
in the previous section) can bc reduced to purely arithmetic considerations. 
Definition. If A and H are signed atoms, then a chain Jrom A to B is a conjunctictn 
K of the form 
(lA,vA2)~(lAzvA3)~ . ..n(lA...,vA,), 
where n 2 2 and the A, are signed atoms with A = IA, and B = A,,. A Krom formula 
MconfainsK if for each 1 s is n-- I either (~A;JA,+,) or (A,, , v TA,) isaconjurtcs 
of M. A set of Krom formulas contain, K if the conjunction of the members of t*:e 
set contains K. 
(In this section we will be concerned only with chains arising in the Herbrand’ 
expansion of a Krom formula, never with chains in the unexpanded formula. Thr 
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conjuncts in a chain are thus of the form @tn. where 4 is a signed predicate letter 
and m and n are nonnegative integers.) 
If K is a chain from &nn to +m, we also say that K is a chain from 4 to 4. 
Further, when Q, =(4,+ &, . . . , et+,,+,) is a sequence of signed predicate letters, 
we say that K is a chain along @ if K can be decomposed into subchains 
K=K,nK2tt.. * A K, such that, for each i = 1 V..., m, Ki is a chain from I$, to &+, . 
Note that if a Krom formula M contains a chain from A to B. then M truth- 
functionally implies (A v B). Thus, half of the next lemma is obvious. 
I- 3.4. LPI F be a formula of VW-Krom whose matrix contains only elementary 
und monadic conjunctions. Then F is unsatisfiable if and only if there exist n 3 0 
und a signed pedicare letter t$ such that E(F) c’nntoins a chain from &n to &nn 
und a chain from -&zn to -x&m. 
fmef. The proof follows from [H, Lemma 2. p. 2371. 3 
WC now present the manner in which we deal with chains arithmetically. 
IkfMiun. If K is a chain from 4nm to I&, then Y( K ). the yield of K, is the 
ordered ftiir ( p -- n, y - m). 
D&nit&m. If (b and & arc \igncd predicatr fetters and C‘ is a set of chains in E(F). 
wc dcfinc 
z, i h. ti) - ( Y( K 11 K is a chain from d, to ti which is contained in C}. 
I urther. if 4~ i\ a \cqucnce of signed prcdicatc letters, we define 
3 I (0, ={ Y( K )I K i\ a chain along Cp which is contained in C’}. 
H’c ;Irc now in a po+tion to make ,~sc of the special nature of the conjuncts of 
:hc rc*tricted formula. Let LI\ fix some formula F’ which has been restricted as in 
the prc*vtou\ \ccrion. and consider two suht\ of chains occurring in its expansion: 
I ct (‘: bc the wt of chains all of whose efcments arc instances of elementary 
ccmjur;ct\. and let C2 bc the <ct of chains which begilt and end with essentially 
monadic signed alomic formulas. Any chain in (can bc decomposed into subchains 
catch of which i\ tither a member of c‘, or a single disjunction which is an instance 
(11 .I monadic formula. .Morc importantly. if K 6 C, i\ a chain from cbrnrt to I,@. 
then for art! nonnegative intcgcrs r and s there is a chain K’ F C, from b, no + r 
II + v to I!! 1’ + r q+ s; obviously. K’ has the same yield as K. Notice that this 
c*lncr~aticln 14 t.rfitl only hccausc of the special nature of cfemcr,tary conjuncts: if 
:I chain K contitincd ittt instance of a conjunct such as ( t$yry2 v t,by2y,) we would 
not bc able to ‘*<aft’ that in*tancc hy adding difiercnt values to its argument places. 
Sirnil .rf\. it A + C.> ;rnd i\ a chain from dimm to &nn. then for any nonnegative 
mtcpcr r there i\ :I chain K ’ t. C’2 from d nt + r m + r to ti II + r tt + r; OIICC again. 
K’ ha\ the \amc yield as K. 
Norr rcc:~~nGdrr Lemma 3.4: obviously. the chains whose existence is equivalent 
14% the un4rfiahifit\ t)f I;’ must be ciemcnts of C:. WC thu\ have an alternative 
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characterization of unsatisfiability of (restricted) Krom formulas: A formula F 1, 
unsatisfiable if and only if there exists a signed predicate letter 4 such that 0). 0) b 
sCj(494)nECj(1+9 ld). 
3.3. Linearity and semilinearity 
In this section we offer a brief digression reviewing the tools to he used in the 
remainder of the proof. 
Consider the equation 
r,,+r,x,+* * - + r,x,, = 0, (11 
where each r, E Z. A vector v == (o,, . . . . o)eN” isa solutiun of (I) if r,,+Lr,c,=fl, 
and a minimal .solutron if v # 0 and thG:rc is no other solution u such that u ’ I 
(Here < denotes the product ordering: u < v iff u, 5 r, tar each i and at lea$t enc. 
of the inequalities is strict.) 
We use the following fact, a special case of a theorem proved in [20]. 
Lemma 3.5. If lr,l s a for each i and v is a minimal solution of ( I ), then, for each 
i t’,Sna’. . 
Proof. Obviously, u, must equal 0 for any j such that r, = 0. so let UI s\cume that 
no such j exists. If each c, < n. then ,we are done. Otherwk assume without lo\\ 
of generality that u, -3 a for I s id k and c, q (I otherwise. 
Case I. r,, . . , rk are not cosigned. Assume, again without loss of gcncrality 
that r, > 0 and r, c I). Then (u, + r:, C~ - r,, c,, . . . , o,,) i? a solution of I I) which iq. 
cu. a contradiction. 
Case 2. r,, . . . , rk are cosigned. Then 
so (c,( 5 na’ for each i. c1 
Now let hi Z’ and let PC H” be finite. WC define 
L(b,P)=(b+p,+p,+..,+p,,)n~o,p ,,.... jInEP}. 
A subset of i2” which can be written as a finite union of such sets is called srmiliruwr. 
A presentation of a set is a decomposition of that set into a hnitc union of sets of 
the form f (6, P). and a presentation ofan element of a semilinear set is a dccomposi- 
tion of that element into a sum as in the definition ahove. The size of such a 
presentation is the number of summands in the decomposition. 
A fundamental fact is that if /‘G N” is the set of minimal solution\ of ( II and 
J c N” is the set of minimal solutions of the ‘homogeneous’ equation 
? 
r,x, + rzxz + * . * + r,,x, - 0, 
then L(I”, J 1 is the set of all solutions of ( I ) over N” [2, IO]. 
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3.4. Semilinearity of ZC’ci(4, tb) 
We are now able to outline the remainder of the proof. Let s be the number of 
signed predicate letters in E Call a set 8(f) of yields of chains in E(F) tracrable 
if it fulfills both of the following conditions: 
l I) 8(F) is semilinear. and there is a presentation of it in which every integer 
k bounded in magnitude by a polynomial in s. 
t 2) There is a polynomial o such that any member of 8(F) which ha; a prescnta- 
tion of size N is the yield of some chain in E(F, N?z(s)). 
Note that the polynomials in this definition may depend on the specification of 
H. but not on E 
In this section, we prove in a sequence of lemmas that for any signed predicate 
Icttcr\ 4, and ti the set Zcb(4, $1 is tractable and moreover that the polynomial 
bounds arc independent of 4 and 4 (Lemma 3. IO). We prove Lemma 3. IO by 
showing first that r’,.,C& 4) is tractable (Lemma 3.8); then we show that a certain 
wkt of r’( (4, Q) is tractable (Lemma 3.9); finally, we prove Lemma 3.10. In 
each proof there are three goals to attain: the semilinearity of the set in question, 
a bound on the size of the integers in the presentation, and the bound on the height 
of the chain, described in the second condition. In the next section we will combine 
this tractability result with the results of the previous sections to prove Theorem 3.1. 
Let .T he the number of signed predicate letters occurring in E A sequence of 
cigncd predicate letters will be called shorf if its length is at most s’+ I. We first 
indicate how to decompose an arbitrary chain into short chains: 
I.em#, 3.6. LeI @ be a sequence of signed predicate letters and let C be either C, or 
C’:. For any p in SC t @) there are predicate letters A ,, AL,. . . , A,, occurring in @ and 
rhnrr sequences Iv. .I,, .1 ?. . . . . I,, of predicate lerters such that 
1 I ) 11 hegins and ends with the same signed predicate letters as @. 
(2) Each 1, hegins with -TA, and ends with A,. 
t 3) p W?I h wrifkn as p = p#,+p, +. . * +pn. where p,,c Z(‘,-( 0) and p, c Sg.( A,) 
for each i. 
Proof. kccpt for siight notational changes, this lemma is half of [H. Lemma 3. 
Appendix 31. The argument is an application of the pigeonhole principle to succes- 
Gvcly excise parts of 9 until it is short, ‘saving’ the excised subsequences as the 
I,. -~I 
kenma 3.7. Ckr any signed predicafe Ietfers A,. AZ,. . , . A, and short sequences @. 
1,. 1:. . . I,, of predicate letters where each .I, begins with TA, and ends with A, for 
(onre A, tn-c,uving in Cp. and for any p,,~ Z, .(Q) and p, E Zc.(,l,), there is a sequence 
& thut hrgjns and ends with the same signed predicate letters as @ such that 
p‘,Sp,+“.+p,,er~,:c(.(n+i)S~). 
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proof, The sequence Y is obtained from @ simply by interpolating each A, at art 
occurrence of A, in Y. To construct a chain with yield p,,+ pI + * * * +p,,, the individual 
chains may need to be ‘scaled’ to force the atoms at the ends of each chain to match 
correctly. Since the subchains are all short each interpolation can add at most s’ 
to the total amount by which the final chain will need to be scaled, and the maximum 
height in the entire chain will be (n + 1)~~. 0 
We are now ready for the first step in proving Lemma 3.10. 
Lemma 3.8. For any signed predicare letters 4 and I), $,(4. (I) is tractable. 
Proof. This lemma follows directly from Lemmas 3.6 and 3.7. The polynomial 
bounds are a consequence of the requirement that the sequences in the decomposi- 
tion are short, since if (m, n) is the yield of a short sequence then both Irnl and In/ 
are at most s2. 0 
Jf X is a sci of ordered pairs of integers, define Dg(X) as X n ((x, x)1x E Z}. We 
then have the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.9. For any signed predicate letters 4 and 4, Dg( EC ., ( 6, 4)) is tractable. 
Proof. Let bEE2,P={p,,p2,. . . , p,,,} c X2, and let PE Dg(L(b, P)). Since the com- 
ponents of p are equal, there must exist x =(x,, x2.. . . , x,) solving 
b,-b2+2:x,(pi,-p,2)=0. (2) 
As noted in the last section, this implies XE f.(/‘, 4) where I’ is the iet of minimal 
solutions to (2) and A is the set of soiutions of the associated homogeneous equation 
Let A={d,.... , d,}. Then we have x = g 42: ekd, for some g E I’ and 
e,,....e, 2 0. Using these values to compute a component of p = (I>, p) yields 
p = 6, + f g, + i ad,, P,I 
,=I k=l > 
= b,4 ; &p,, + i ek f cl,,& 
,=I k-l i--I 
We thus have a presentation for Dg(L(/r, P)): it is equal to 
(3) 
where the union is taken over all g E I’. The union of this expression over all pairs 
(6.1’) in the presentation of $,(4. $) is a presentation of Dg(&.,c,(a$ CL)), 
The integers in the presentation of EC, (4, I+?) are bounded in magnitude by s’, 
by Lemma 3.8. So m < (2~~4 1)2, and we can apply Lemma 3.5 to see that the 
compnents of the d, and g must be bounded in magnitude by (2sz+ I J’s’. Another 
application of Lemma 3.5 yields a polynomial bound on all the integers in (3). 
Finally, suppose that p E s’(-, (4, I)) and has a presentation of size N. By the above 
construction. this means 
p= h, + ; $$p,, + 5 f h,p,,. 
; 1 I #,~I 
WC can write this as a presentation of an element of E(.,(&. $1 by expanding it into 
iI 4um of h, and the P,$ which has at most m max(g,}+ mN max{dkj} terms. But all 
of these quantities are bounded by wlynomials in s, so the total number of terms 
I\ hounded by N timera polynomial in s. Hence. by Lemma 3.8, pc SC ,(d. (I: Nor) 
for \ome polynomial (I. !-! 
We are now ready for the proof of Lemma 3.10. 
lemma 3.10. hr wry sixned pedicure letters cb und &, Z, .:( 4. 4) is tractuhle. 
Pr&. f%t. Ict %t &. $1 be equal to Z( .I&. ti) if neither (&,v, v ~&,y,) nor(4yI.vl v 
c!#Y,.~, J i\ a conjunct of K and to r’( ,(4. $)~{0} otherwhe. Clearly. Z(& clr) is 
tliKtiihk. 
Now consider any short scqurnce 9 = (4,. . . . (bk + ,) of sipncd predicate letters. 
1.~1 each -ct %(&,. C/J,,  ,I lx- prcscntcd rl\ in Lemma 3.Y. Then 
uhcrc the union i\ (:ver all sets ((r,. S,). . . . (rk, Sk)) such that (r,. S,) is in the 
gi\cn prrsentation of %( &,. (b,, , : It is clear that E,,(a) is tractable. Let x, bc 
the polynomial \uch that any clement of Z,-,( clz) with a presentation of size N 
I\ the yield of H)rnc chain in t:‘( K Ns( s)). and Ict R~(s) bound the numbers in the 
prc\cnt;ltion of Z, :( 9). 
I or any 4ort scqurnc.2 V’ of signed predicate letters. let Y, bc the \et of all 
#I,, + (I, t ’ . . + u,,,. whcrc !II :-It. n,,k .Z, ,( @v). and for each i, (I, E EC .I .I; 1 for some 
4ort ~qucncc t, which begins with --IA, and ends with A, for some member A, of 
‘1’. 1st I.cmm;l 3.6 . E, .(&. I/I) is the union of the sets .y.,, for all short sequencrs 4 
IICIVII th to C. A prc\cnt;rtion of each such .‘jV, k given by the union of all sets 
Ilr,,+ r,.+ ~~.tr,,..S,,~.iS,i,.~.~.;S,,v(r ,...., r,,}). (4) 
u hcrc (r,,. S,,) i\ the prc\cntation of Z, .( ‘I’). 9 -: 0. for each i. (r,, S,) is in the 
prr~crit;ltic~n of ZC .( I) for sonic rhort scqncnce .I from --iA to A for some A c p. 
6~nJ ,811 the pairs tr,. S,) are distinct (this last condition is ensured by including the 
r, ulth thr union of the S, ). We must now find a bound on the size of 9. 
smcc V ;md the I sequences are short. each r, and each element of S, is hounded 
III magnltudc by a:(.~). Thus the union of all the S, has size at mart 2sJ:;)+- I. 
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Hence, if y i 7r2( s)(2n2( s)+ I ) then there is a j such that the union of all the .S, is 
equal to S, u - “US,.lUSi+lU” -us,,. and r, is equal to one of the other r,. flut 
then the expression (4) isa subset of L(r,,+* ’ *+r,,,UCS,u{r,})). and the latter se: 
is also in the presentation o f 9*. So each set Yy, has a presentation as a union OI 
sets of the form (4) with 4 4 a?(s) for a polynomial P,,, and hence r,,+ - * + r,, i4 
bounded in magnitude by a polynomial in s. 
Finally, let p be an element of .‘pq with a presentation of size N. Each clement 
of the presentation is. bounded by T:(S) except for the zeroth. which 1s houndcti 
by rr,(s)rr,(s). Thus,‘by Lemma 3.9, [p is an element of E,:,(& 9. n,ls)n,( O+ 
(N--~)~Q(s)). Cl 
3.5. Proof of Theorem 3. I 
To complete the proof of Theorem 3.1. we combine the results of Lemma+ 3. IO, 
3.4 and 3.5 as follows: by Lemma 3.4, F ti; unsatisfiable iH there is a predicate letter 
& such that (0.0)cZf~,(u5,4)n Zc .I I&. 74). By Lemma 3.10 we can cxprc\\ 
Zt’c_(& 4) as U f.(d,. R,) and thus iO,@r- , _ E<.>(t), C$J itf there is a solution to an 
equation of the form 
d+x,r,+xzr2+-. .-txkr, =O. 
Let r, and r2 bc the bounds of Lemma 3.10, so that the integers d and the r, ;tIc 
boinded in magnitude by r,(s). By Lemma 3.5. if the equation has a *olution x it 
has a solution such that x,5 &r;(s) for each i. Now k 5 27,(s)+ 1 Gncc there ;IrC 21 
limited number of r,. so each X, 5’ T(S) for d polynomial 7. Writing the $um out in 
terms of the r, and using Lemma 3. ‘0 again. we find that if there is a chain in C’: 
from 4nn to dnn for some n, there is such a chain in f:‘(I-; ( kr(s) + I )r,t .$)I. Since 
s ia obviously bounded by the Icr,p!h of F. wr’ haTic estahlishcd a polynomi;rl btruntl 
on the size of the Herbrand universe that must IX inspected, and the proof i4 
complete. [Ll 
4. The complexity of monadic-Krom-bat 
Theorem 4.1. Sutisfiability of monadic Krom formulas is a complete problem for I? 
In this section we show only that satlsfi&ility of a monadic Krom formula with 
arbitrary quantifier prefix can be tested i4 polynomial time. The lower bound followc 
from the construction in [17] fcr that of the Ackermann class (3*V3* formulas 
with arbitrary matrix). The technique therz is to reduce to the Ackermann clas* 
the problem of nonacceptance by alternating pushdown automata, proving a low&. 
bound of DEXPTIME. The formulas constructed are in fact monadic, and the only 
conjuncts that are not Krom are those used to describe the action of the automaton 
at universal branch states. The same con:.truction without universal branch state5 
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is a reduction of nonacceptance of nondeterministic (rather than alternating) push- 
down automata to the monadic Krom class. Since that problem is hard for P (a 
simple consequence of a result in [12]) the lower bound is established. 
Now let F be a monadic Krom formula and let n = IFI. We construct from F a 
formula F’ whose matrix M’ is also Krom such that F is unsatisfiable if and only 
if M’ is truth-functionally inconsistent. Moreover, we shall see that IF’I=O(n”), 
and the construction of F’ from E’ cAn actually be carried out in time O(nk) for 
some k. Since M’ is Krom its consistency can be checked deterministicall, in time 
polynomial in its length, and the uppr bound follows. 
Let y,. . . . . yk be the universal variables of F, and let M,, be its matrix. For 
each i z 0 let M,, , bc M, A C, where C, is the conjunction of all disjunctions 
that are tautological consrquences of two conjuncts of M,, and all disjunctions 
In, v a_V)[y,/o,, . . . . yb/ ok J such that the c, are arbitrary variables of F, and (n, v a~) 
is contained in M, ;md contains either two y-variables or one x-variable and one 
y-variable, with the former governing the latter. Let p be the smallest number such 
that .I#,, = M,,, ,. Finally, let M’ be Mr” and let F’ be the formula with matrix M’ 
itint the same quantifier prefix as F. WC claim the following: 
( I I F is satisfiable if and only if F’ is satisfiable. 
(2) F’ is satisfiable if and onry if A!’ is truth-functionally consistent. 
l.3) Vq-O(nA). 
I hc lirst equivalcncc is easily seen. If F is unsatisfiable. then F’ cannot be 
satirfiahle. since the matrix of F is a s&conjunction of the matrix of F’. On the 
olhcr hand. any truth assignment satisfying E(F) also satisfies E(F’): no conjunct 
i\ .addccl to F’ unless all of its instances are already instances (or tautological 
rcpnrquenccs ol instances) of E(F). 
( Icarly. if M’ is inconsistent then F’ is unsatisfiable. To show the converse, we 
4crw that for any k the inconsistency of E(F’. k + I) implies the inconsistency of 
1 ,‘f I:‘. k 1. II folh~ws that if F’ is unsatisfiable then Et F’. I 1 is inconsistent. which is 
possible only if .V is inconsistent. 
Fix an cnumcration A ,. A?. . . of all atoms occurring in E( F’) subject to the 
restriction that all atoms of lc\ser height occur before all atoms of greater height. 
I,or each (1 -- I. Ict G,, IX the conjunction of all binary disjunctions in E(F’) whose 
atoms ilrc among A,. A2.. . A,,. If E( F’. k + I) is inconsistent but E(F’. k) is not, 
then there i% iI q such that G,,,, is unsatisfiable but G,, is not. We show this to be 
impossible. 
(‘onsider a truth-assignment !‘I verifying CT,,, and let ?I, and !‘I: be the extensions 
of ‘1 such th,rt 91, vcrifick A . L ,,, , and !I1 verifies 1A ,,,, ~ Since neither YI, nor Yl, 
%c’rlfics Ci,, ‘ ,* thrrr are in G,,. , conjuncts : TA,,, , v R,) and (A,. , v fl>) for some 
:jt ilnd 11: whose negations are vcrificd hj YI , and :‘I: re$pc-ctively. (We assume for 
convcnicnce that neither /I, nor & is A,, , or lA,,+,: these cases are easily handled 
l)y il separate argument.) So ?I verifies -I( H, v &). 
(‘all the disjuncts in IV’ from which (-hi,,. , v B,) and (A,,, , v &) arise 
1 ‘C~I v fit) :!nd (n:v /3;) recpcctivcly. We argue in the :12x1 paragraph that M’ 
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contains conjuncts (-IU’V pi) and (N’V pi) wrth the same instances. It follows that 
(J ) f3j), a tautological consequence of two conjuncts of M’, is also a conjunct of 
‘ 8. and it has an instance (f3, v f&j. Then since Yl verifies l(R, v H?) it cannot bc 
:? ir*rth assignment satisfying C&. 
c)bvil>usly a, and a2 share the same predicate letter. Let u, and t+ be the b%Iriahk3 
of tti and a- respectively. If both t), and I+ are existential they must be identical. 
since their substituents have the same function sign, and we may take a’ = r,, = (I,, 
anti pi =& Otherwise, assume that vI is universal; if L’, is existential and L’: i\ 
umversal a parallel argument applies. Let w b: ! he variable of p,. If H’ i? cxbtcntial 
it must govern L’,, otherwise the height of B, is greater than the height of A,,. ,, 
w’lich is not permitted. If w is universal. then (la, v PI) contains two univcnal 
variables. In either case, the substitution process adds a conjunct (- ICQ v /3, J to M’. 
so we can take a’ equal to u2 (and /3: = fi,) to complete the argument. 
The bound on the size of M’ is established by counting the maximum number of 
conjuncts it may contain. A conjunct is completely determined by picking two signed 
predicate letters and a variable for each. There are therefore at most n’ conjunct\ 
that can be formed from the predicate letters and the variables of E Thus p can 
be no larger than II’, and the construction can clearly be carried out in polynorr,;al 
time. 
5. ‘The complexity of 3*V*-Krom-Sat 
Theorem 5.1. 3*V*- Krom-Sut is cmmplctc~ ,for pulynontid spuw. 
Let F be a Krom formula of the form 3x, . . . x,,Vy, . . . y&f, Wc lir\,t yivc a 
nondetcrministic procedure for determining whether P is unsatisfiable. 
As in Lemma 3.4, we use the chain criterion from [N, p. 2341: A Krom formula 
M is irl lnsistcnt if and only if M contain\ chains from A to A and from IA to 
1A for some atomic formula A. We apply this criterion to the Herbrand CxpMkm 
E(F) of F. Our procedure guesses a chain from A to A and another from -,A to 
1A. hafting with answer ‘unsatisfiable’ if it succeeds in finding both. The chain* are 
guessed and verified piecemeal: only A and thecurrent link are ‘cept on the worktape 
at any time. The machine guesses the Herbrdnd instance of F tha: contains the next 
link, verifies that the new link has the correct form, and then forgets the old link 
and the Herbrand instance. The only wclrk\pace needed is enough to store A, a 
single link of the chain, and a single Herbrand instance; clearly, the space used ic 
polynomial in the size of E The upper bound follows since MPMT. = NPSPMI-.. 
To establish the lower bound, we encode in an 3*V*-Krom formula the computa- 
tion of an arbitrary Turing machine with polynomial space bound. (This result also 
emerges as a consequence of a more s pecialized construction given in [5].) Let M 
be such a machine, with tape alph:!bet 2 and state set 0, and let p be its space 
bound. For simplicity we assume thz M is deterministic. that it has a single one-way 
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infinite tape, and that it always halts with its tape clear and with its read head at 
the leftmcnt end of the tape. Let b be the distinguished blank symbol of % and let 
9,, and 9,, he the initial and accepting states of M respectively. Let W = WOWI . . e w, 
be a string over T-{b) and let k -p(n) be the space bound for the compulation 
of M with input w. We will construct an 3*V*-Krom formula F whose length is 
bounded by a polynomial in n such that F is unsatisfiable if and only if M accepts 
)E The lower bound follows by standard arguments and by the closure of space- 
bounded complexity classes under complementation. 
Wc represent a configuration of the machine with a string of k symbols, each 
rcprcscnting the contents of a tape cell. The cell scanned by the read/write head 
is encoded by a symbol that specifies both the contents of the cell and the state of 
the finite control. F thus requires an x-variable (that is. a constant) for each member 
v of 2 and for each pair (y, o) where 9 c 0. We will use symbols and state-symbol 
pairs directly as the names of the x-variables representing them. F also has k 
univel+al variables. and a single k-adic predicate letter /? where the intended 
imcrpretation of Px,x~. . . xk is that x,x2.. . xk represents a configuration reachable 
Irom :he initial configuration of the computation. 
The matrix of F contains the following conjuncts: 
t I I Rq,,. W,,)H’, Iv_. . , w,,bb. . b. 
(21 iPly.b#6...b. 
(31 /‘~,,v~. y, ,(c~,.N,)wJ,,_. . vr - F!,v,. . y, ,uh(9,. M,))‘,+~. . . .vh for each 
0. I k and for each transition (9,. u,) -(y,. <rh. movr: right,, of M. with analogous 
conjunct\ for transitions in which ,M moves lefr or stays put. 
The first conjunct state that the initial configuration is reachable. the second that 
the unique accepting configuration is not reachable, and the others that if a 
configuration i\ rcachahlc. so is the configuration (if any) that M would reach on 
the next \tcp. 
We now claim that F i4 unsati\fiahlc if and only if .W accepts w. For any model 
of I. mu\t *ati*fy &9,,. HQH’, . . w,,b. . . b. and hence must satisfy the atomic for- 
IIW~;IS that rcprc\cI:t the configurations of the ensuing computation. If M accepts 
H’. the ~noJrl must satisfy /‘(9,,. ))b. . b. Hut then the model cannot satisfy 
/?9,,. h)). 6. (‘onvcrscly. if .\I Jots not accept H’. wc construct a model satisfying 
I ;I\ follow\: Let the model satisfy P(y,,. w,,jw, . . . ~,,b. . b and all atomic formulas 
\S hlch rcprccrnt configurations reachable from M’s initial configuration. and let it 
\;iti\fv ~/?t,.r, .vL for all other choices of th:: constants x,. I~. . . , , Jo. Since M 
dwc’4 not :~cccp~ H: -1Ry,,. 6)). . b must IX in the lattter group. 
The number of conjuncts of F is precisely 2+p( k - I )( ~o~+~~~~~~). where p is 
Ihe numhrr r,f transitions of AI. Now /A (/r( and 101 dre constants (since they depend 
~~III> (PII M ) so the number of ronjuncts is Ot k ). The silt of each is a constant plus 
?k fop k. allowing for the cost of writing the index of a y-variable. Clearly, the size 
ot 1.’ is then Of(pfn))‘) which is polynomial in 18. 
It i4 dh0 possible to reduce PSPA~IC to 3’V*-K rom-Sat by encoding the alphabets 
c)f the ahove construction over a two-letter ai’phabet (x,. x2}: the increase in formula 
size is only by a constant factor. Thus even this subclass of 3*V*,,Krom-Sat i,r 
complete for PSPACL Further restrictions are nc)t possible: the number of Herhr:tnd 
instances of an ZlmVk formula is mk when m. k 2 1, so the classes 3V’-Krom-Silt 
and 3*Vk-Krom-Sat (for any fixed k! are in P Gnce the entire Herbrand expamion 
of any such formula can be written out and choked in polynomial time. 
6. An upper bound for the Maslov &as 
Theorem 6.1. There is a cor~stant c > i) such rhar 3*V*3*-Krmr-SW i I>I ISII f ( ” ). 
Let F=32,. . . .?,,vy, . . . ,$,3x,. . . x,,.M. where M is a Krom matrix, and Ict 
n := IFI. The proof is similar to that of Section 4: We construct from F a formula 
F’ whose matrix M’ is also Krom, such that F is satisfiable if and only if M’ iq, 
truth-functionally consistent. Further, there is a c such th;lt IF’1 =0(C) and the 
construction of F’ from F can be carried out in time O( c”). Since M’ is Krom. its 
consistency can be checked deterministically in time polynomial in its length, and 
the theorem follows. This technique is based on that of [ 131. 
For each mapping g:{y,. . . . , yk}+{z,, . . . , z,~ y,, . . . . y;} introduce nf new x- 
variables x,, ,, , . . , x,,,,. Now let F,, be a prenex form of the formula 
32, . . . z,,vy, *, y, ,, 3x,,, , . . , x ,,,,, 
WY,/P(Y,),. . . 3 )k/l*fvk).xl/x ,,,.. . . ~&,/xv,,,]. 
where the conjunction extends over all mappings p. Let A& be the matrix of F,,, 
and for each i 2 0 Ict M,, , = M, A C,, whcrc C, is the conjunction of all disjunction* 
that arc tau!ological consequences of two conjuncts of M, and all di! junction* 
(a, ‘v az)[y,/c,.. . . , y&/u,+]+ where (a, v ar) is a conjunct of M,, U, and oL contain 
no variable x,,, for any i. and cIq. . , . ck iire among p(y#), . . . e p(yk ). x,, tee . . . x,,,,, 
for some p. (Notice that this construction ensures that the x-variables of any one 
conjunct arc all associated with the same CL.) 
As in Section 4. let F’ be the formula with the same preftx zs F,, and with matrix 
M’ = M,,. where p is the smallest number such that M,, = M,,, . We claim that F i+ 
satisfiable if and only if M’ is truth-functionally consistent anrf that there is a c ’ 01 
such that IF’/ = O(c”). 
One direction of the c luivalence is trivial: if F is satisfiable then F,, is satisfiable 
since any model of F tail be used to comtruct a model of F,,--the variables x,,, of 
F,, assume the same vallrcs as the variables x, of F when the values of the universal 
variables are pe;muted:made identical to each other, or fixed, as specified by the 
mapping cc. If F,, is satisfiable, then F’ is satisfiable since no conjunct is added to 
M’ unless all of its instances are already instances (or tautological consequences of 
instances) of E(F). Finally, if F’ is satisfiable then surely its matrix iq consistent. 
Let us define E*(F) as the conjunction of all Herbrand instances of F in which1 
no two universal variables have been imtantiated with the same term and no universal 
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tariable has been instantiated with a constant. We argue that if F is unsatisfiable 
then E*f F,,) is inconsistent. For assuming that there is a truth assignment verifying 
I:*( Fq;,) we can construct a model for F as follows: Take the terms of E*(F) as the 
elements of the model and let the zero-argument terms I:, be the constants. Given 
any terms I,. . . . , rk to be substituted for the y-variables, we produce as x, the term 
f,,. ( ‘I.. . , .sd, Q.,. . . . , sk) where s,, . . . . s,, are the distinct rlonconstant terms 
among the I,, s,,,,, . _ . , sk arc arbitrary terms which differ from clne another and 
from all of the r,. and JL is that function which maps the y-variables onto yl, . . . . Y,I 
;md the constants among the I, to fix and collapse the y-variables according to the 
I,. Now any Herbrand instance of F corresponds to an instance in E*(F;J which is 
;t\\umcd conMent; hence F is satisfiable. 
it i\ obvious that if E*(F,,) is inconsistent then so is E*( F’). iincc the former is 
;I \&conjunction of the latter. Thuci to complete the equivalence we need to show 
1h;jt %f i+ truth-functionally inconsistent if E*( F’) is inconsistent. As in Section 4 
we \how that for every k the inconsistency of E*l F’, k t I ) implies the inconsistency 
of I:‘*( F”, k ). Thcrcfore, if E*( F’) i\ inconsistent it must be the case that E*( F’, I) 
I\ inconJ\tent. hence so is M’. 
‘lo IIW the proof fr,,m Section 4. WC need to show that if M’ contains conjuncts 
I ,u, ‘J /3, b and ( I(: v p2) which have indanccs I -iA v L&j and (A L &) respectively, 
then M’ afw comaIn\ conjuncts f w’ v fi;) and (n’ v j?i) with the same instances. 
I:ir\t, WC argue that rr, and (I> must agree prcciscly in places where either has a 
; v;lrl;lhlc. Since ,.I ir a common instance of h)th, it will have a constant function 
I. III ijny l uch irrgumcnc pfacc. Hut no x-variable can have such a substituent. and 
the y-v;lriablcs cannot bc so instantiated bccausc we consider only E*(F’). Thus 
HC 11ccd worry only hwt x- and y-variables. We consider three cases: 
( I I tirithcr or, nor n, has any .r-variables. Then neither does PI nor p2, since A 
i\ hnown 10 have height itt Ice\,t as great iI\ 13, and HT. Further. n, and 1x2 must 
1~1th have cxartly the \amc numhcr of y-variables as the number of distinct terms 
III .‘\. Ihc \ulntirution process will thus add conjuncts to M’ in which the y-variables 
h;ttc been rcnamcd, itnd cirhcr ‘I, or (r2 ran be taken as (I’. 
I;!) cr r has r-variables. but :r: has none. As nated above. all x-variables of (x, 
ilrc ;I\\twiittc’d with the same mapping function: calf it cc. As in case ( I ). p2 cannot 
cc~ntain r-\ariahlc>. and the number of y-variables in o2 is equal to the number of 
IltMl- Z-\ilriilhlC\ in u ,. F%iafly. I5crv v-variahlc in U, must be in the range of ~1 . . 
t~cCi~114~ of the manner in which the I*, were introduced. Thus the substitution 
prlrcs\ \hlJI produce ii clause (cr, v /3>) from In2 v /?:). 
i 31 f%oth conjunct% contain x-vari;rhfc>. The x-variables must occur in exactly 
the wmc pf~cc~ in the u,. Gnrc if (for cxijmpfc) a, contained an x-variable in a 
~I;ILX M hcrc /I.. cotltilinctf iI y-vnriablc. the substitucnts for the x-variables in CX~ 
uc~ulll cauw f\ tu contain tcrm~ of height impossible to obtain by substituting in 
0,. I urlhcr. c\cr:< place where a, and (I~ both have y-variables those variables 
IIJII~~ IX idcnlic;d. for the \utntitucnt of every y-variable is determined by the 
~u!Milucnt~ for the x-variables. and tho\c terms are all different because of the fact 
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that we arc considering only E*(F). Thus in this case a, and u2 muc( b 
identical. 
The remainder of the proof is exactly the same, completing the argument that f. 
is satisfiable if and only if M’ is consistent. 
The bound on the size of F’ is established by showing that a list of all posscibk 
conjuncts in F’ is bounded in size by C” for some constant c. The following yuantitirf 
are all O(n/log n) because of the fact that F is encoded over a finite alphabet: p. 
k. m and s, where s is the number of signed predicate letters in E No conjunct :~f 
F’ contains two x-variables with different cc indices. Therefore, the number of 
different conjuncts of F’ is bounded by the number of functitins p times the number 
of conjuncts with a particular p index. The number of functions p is (k+p)* - 
O((n/log n)n/‘ll(ln) =O(#“SlRn ) =O(d”) for some constant d, If a particular + i\ 
given, the number of conjuncts is the square of s( k +p+ m)‘, since k is the maximum 
number of distinct universal variables in any atomic formula of E This number is 
also O(F) for some constant b. The product is therefore O(P) for some constant 
c, and this is a bound on IF’\. 
If k is now fixed in advance, the number of function: p becomes O(nk ). The 
number of possible atomic formulas in F’ after all substitutions is s( k +p+ m 1’ = 
O(nk”). Squaring and multiplying by the number of functions k and the size of 
each atomic formula, we conclude that the maximum size of F’ in thiq cast is 
O(rl ‘k+‘). Thus, for an! fixed number of universal variables, satisfiability of membcrc 
of the Mask class can be decided in polynomial time. 
7. A lower bound for the Maslov class 
Theorem 7.1. V*3-Krom-Sat is hardfor rjr+,PrrMr: with respect/n log-Ii/r reductirrns. 
In this section we reduce IX:XIWML. to the Maslov class by encoding compritations 
by linear space bounded alternating Turing machines into 3*V*3*-Krom formulas; 
the size of the resulting formula is linear in the length of the input to the computation, 
and the formula is satisfiable if and only if the computation is not accepting. The 
result then follows from the fact that ASPACI:(~~ = r>kxYrrME [6] and from the 
closure of this class under complementation. In fact. the resulting formula is V*3- 
Krom, showing that even this subclass of 3*V*3*-Krom-Sat is hard for r,t.xPrIMt, 
The reason for requiring a log-lin reduction is to ensure a lower bound of the 
form ryrrME(c”) for some c. If the encodrng formula were allowed to grow to size. 
say. I! log n. the lower bound would be rxrMr4~“““~“) for some c (see [2f] for a 
discussion of log-lin reducibility). 
Our model of alternating Turing machine\ is that of [6]. Without lmsof generality. 
we assume that for every state-symbol combination of the finite control there arc 
zero or two elements in the transition relation; that is, at any step the machine has 
either no further moves or has a two-*way existential or universal choice. We also 
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i~ssu;~e that the accepting configuration of the machine is unique. Therefore, an 
accepting computation is a tree whose root is the initial configuration, whose leaves 
are copies of the accepting configuration. and whose internal nodes are intermediate 
configurations: every existential node has one child, and every universal node has 
I\:(, children. Finally. we assume that both of the possible moves for a given 
<tats-symbol pair involve motion of the tape head in the same direction, and that 
the t;rpc has left and right endmarkers. 
The cnctding formula will use a single predicate letter K. R will have many 
argument place\. but conceptually has two: a configuration t of the machine and a 
ctack q of configurations. The intended interpretation of Rsr is that ccinfguru&~n I 
ic reuchahC from tire starling configururion in such a way that s is a srack of unicersal 
~rtrrlrguru~inns nho~e right children hate not yet heen explored. For example. if e 
rrpre%cnts the empty stack and i the initial configuration. then Rei represents the 
hcginning of ;I computation. Since we will pop the stack and explore right chifdren 
onl” when WC reach the accepting configuration. the encoded computation accepts 
if .md only if Ref is ‘true,’ whcrc f represents the unique accepting configuration. 
In any in\tancc of an 3*V*3* formula. the term f,(t,,, 1,. . . . , I,) substituted for 
MI sxt\tcntial variable x contains all of the values substituted for the universal 
\ariablcs. Gncc f,, has been substituted for y,, and similarly for the other y,. In any 
other instance of I-‘ in which f, (I,,, I,. . . I,, 1 is substituted for y, the term substituted 
tor 1 contains both the 4ntitucntr for the other y, and (r,,. I,. . . . , I,,)-this is a 
~II~I. Fcrr :111y ~~rluc of the stack r,,. thcrc is an Ifcrbrand instance in which that 
\S~l~~c has been pu\h4 and arhitrirry new \-illUc\ art substituted fi*r the other y,. 
I h~*tc ;lrc ;IIu~ in\t;lnce\ Hhich ;IIIOW popping: when iI stach is suhstitutcd for x. the 
4ntltncnts for the Y, in that instance arc the popped term\ and the \ubstituent for 
\,. I\ tu\t III<’ IV. n;undcr of the \titck. 
lo milhc tht’~ idcil\ clear, WC flr\t prc\cnt ;I \implilicd form of the el;roding. 111 
1111‘. Gtllpllfrciltiot1 the formuLl F. M 111 MC initial sxistential v;rriahles ;I$ constants 
.11lc1 Htlt gr(tN it\yn;ptoticitlly 4phtly fa\ter than the input. Subsequently. we will 
c\pl;tin hou tcr climinatc the IIW of conq;mt\ ilnd keep down the growth in the size 
of 1. 
1 .ct .I1 bc the gibcn machine. with tape alphabet L and state set 0. Let the input 
string hc H’ = tr, WJ H’,,. A\ in Section 5. ;I configuration of the machine at any 
in\t,Int CM bc CIWMILXI as ;I string of II symbols. where each symbol represents 21 
ccli of llw tape. Ihc cstt wanncd by the head requires a symbol that specifies both 
the c‘ontcnt\ of thirt ccl1 antI the state of the finite control. Thus. the alphabet used 
fc)r cnccding ID4 will be ?r‘ \) 0 X Z. Call this alphabet 11 
NC will 4~~ LWW~C the transition relation. Because of our assumptions about its 
\thGill nilturc. the transition relation can be represented as a series of 7-tuples 
((a. l31.B:. Y,. y.. 6,. 6:). where 
- Q is either e or u, indicating that this transition is existential or universal recpcc- 
tively; 
- /3, and p2 are elements of I: and indicdtc a pair of adjacent tape squares one of 
which contains the read/write head, 
- y,, ~2, 15, and 62 are elements of I’ apd are the two possible replacement pair‘ 
for the tape squares specified by /?, and p2. 
Each transition of the machine is encoded by many such 7-tuplcs. in order tc: 
take into account all of the possibilities for the symbol on the square adjacent IV 
the read/write head; however, the increase is a factor of /I/ and is independent 01 
the input size. Let I be the number of 7-tuples required to represent the cn(Ir& 
transition table in this wqy. 
Our encoding formula will use: 
- A single (I + n +7r)-place predicate let’:cr H. whose first argument place cncodc$ 
the contents of the stack. whose next n places encode an instantaneous description 
of the computation, and whose final 7, places encode the transition table. 
- initial existential variables 2,. z,,. z,,, cr. (y, a) as constants (z, and z,, rcprczent P 
and u, z,, represents the empty stack, and the other z-variahks represent the 
members of I.-we use symbols of f’synonymously with The z-variables represcni- 
ing them), 
- universal variables y,,, y,, . . , y,v,, ,7,, and 
- a final existential variable X, used to encode a stack as described above. 
The transition table is explicitly written out in the last 7r argument places of H 
in order to avoid the polynomial growth in formula size entailed by writing clau~s 
for every transition of the machine. Instead. we make the followir,g restr;:tion on 
transitions: every step of the machine is an application of the first Yransition in the 
table to the first two squares on the tape. To make this possible, WC ;Jow any cyclic 
rotation of the n symbols of the input tape to represent the talk contents Ino 
confusion can arise because of the cndmarkers) and any rotation of the 7-tuples ot 
the transition table in the final argument places of H. 
The matrix of the encoding formula consists of the following clauses, each prcredcd 
by its intended interpretation: 
( 1) The initial configumlion, whh stack empty, is reachable, 7hr encoding clause 
is Rz,,wlw2.. . w,,?, where ? is the sequence of constants encoding the transition 
table. Call this atomic for;nuia C,. 
(2) If an exis&nlial transition is applicahlc, both alternarivcs are reachable with 
the rruck unchanged. The encoding clause is, 
RY,,Y, y,Y, . , . Y”zvyIY2y~~‘$y”~5~~~ Yn*71
- (Ry,,y,..,y,,,sy.~... y,i~RY,,y,+&,t7~~. . . Y”+), 
which can be made Krom by a syntactic substitution. 
( 3) If a universal transition is app!icahIe, Ge firsr alrernalice is reachable wirh Ihe 
other pushed on rhe stack. The encoding clause is 
RY,voy, ~2y.1. . Y,z,YIY~Y~+., . . y,,+7# -) Rxy,+,y,+syi . . . Y.+. 
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In the Herbrand expansion, the values of all of the y-variables will be encoded into 
the substituent for x here. 
(4: Any cyclic permutation of the encoding of the IL) is permitted. The encoding 
clause is Ry,,y,y, . . . y,,i-- Ry,,y,y,yz . . . y,. ,i. 
f 5) Any cyclic permutation of the transition table is permitted. The encoding clause 
i* *imilar to the last one. but with a block of seven universal variables rotated from 
the end to just beyond y,,. 
(6) If thefinal configuration is reachable wrth nonempty stack, so is the configuration 
popped from the top of the stack. The encoding clause is Rx(q,. b)b. . . b?-+ 
Ry,,y, . . . y,i, where q0 E c is the accepting state of M. 
( 7) 7he final configuration is NOT reachable with an empty stack. The encoding 
cl,tu~’ i4 -1 Rdq,,. b!b. . , bi. Call this atomic formula (without the negation sign) C,. 
We claim that F is unsatisfiable if and only if there is an accepting computation 
cd M on input w. The argument is similar to that of Section 5: any truth assignment 
for the Herbrand expansion of F must verify L’, and then the existence of an 
accepting computation requires that C, be vcrified- but this is impossible, by clause 
f 7). Conver~ly, if there is no accepting computation we can create a truth assignment 
for E’(F) which verifies C, and verifies all atoms reachable by the clauses in (2) 
through ff~). and which verifies the negation of all other atoms. Since there is no 
accepting computation. C7 i* not verified by ?I. 
7.2. Redrrtinp the formula size 
l’hc formula built up m the last section has length I2(1r log n ), rinc-c it has /l(n) 
u~livcrutl variables each of which requires space R(log n) to write down. Thus we 
have proved a lower bound for the Maslov class of only IPUMJ,( c”““# “) for some 
4’. To reduce the size of the formula to O(n). we USC‘ the method of [l7]: we allow 
thr number of constants to prow with the formula size and cncodc many symbols 
of an ID with each constant. 
I.ct y = /I’(. and let nt bc the smallcs~ integer such that m”’ 3 y” (recall that IZ is 
the length of the input string w). Let k he [:log,m]. Our encoding will USC y’ 
constants which encode all strongs from I’* of length k: the number of constants 
i*O(nt’ ’ b. Any string in I’* of length )I can therefore be represented with a string 
of *ire /rr/A 1 =0(m). 
The transition table is encoded over the same expanded alphabet: each ‘new’ 
\>rnl%ol in the transition table (except for a and e) now rcpirsents a string of k 
‘old’ symbol*. Now we require many more 7-tuples to encode the table: for each 
rran*ition wt’ will require a 7-tuple for every spot within the left-hand side where 
the transition may actually be applicable, and moreover for every possible contents 
of the crll% not pigrticipating in the computation step. The numb& of 7-tuples needed 
per transition is thus (2k - ?J( y.” ‘). where the first term is the number of positions 
u hrrc the head may be within the string and the second is the number of possibilities 
fclr the \urrtrunding symbols. Hence the transition table can be represented by 
crtc?L - ,Irc y:* ’ ) = 0( yJL) = 0( 01) variables. 
The rest of the construction (and the proof) is as above, but the aike of the 
encoding formula has been reduced: now only O(m) universal variables are recluircd 
and the sizeof the formula isO(m log m) =0(n), thusestablishing the lower bound. 
7.3. Eliminaling conslanls 
Finally, we show how to eliminate the initial constants, completing the proof that: 
V*SKrom-Sat is hard for t>r:xprtMt:. The idea is to introduce clauses i,nto F’ tha? 
identify Herbrand instances in which the substituents for certain univcn rl variabk. 
are necessarily distkt terms. Then wt: write the encoding formula u4ng thocc 
y-variables to represent the symbols of I. * The distinct terms serve as Constance ira 
place of z-variables. 
Let g be the number of constants rcyuircd in :he construction and let 0 be i 
new 3g-adic predicate letter. Insure that thzrc are at Iea\t 3g universal variabk 
by adding new ones if 3g c n + 7r+ I. Let p he the greater of 3~ - I and n + 71. so 
that the universal variables of F’ are y,,. yi.. . . y,, WC now encode the constants 
over the universal variables as follows: y,, represents the empty stack, y+ reprcscnt+ 
the symbol c. y,, represents u, and y‘,, yllr . . , y,, represents the g - 3 symbols of 
I: Let j be the string y,,y,y,, . . yl, 
The new encoding formula F’ is constructed by changing the prefix of F to 
vy,, . . . y,,3x, changing the con3tants into the universal variables which encode them. 
deleting clause ( 1). and adding the following conjunct\: 
( I a) QY,,y,,xy,,.v,,x. , . yuyd. 
t lb) oy,,y,,y.,y, I . . yIX -’ oy.$y<. . . y;,y,,xx. 
(Ic) Oy,,y,y,yly,. . . y4, -) Ky,,w, w . . . w,,y, where w,. . . . . w,, and the %ymbob 
of i arc encoded over the universal vdri;!b!es as above. 
We also add the string j to the end c,f every a?omic formula in the clause\ f?) 
through (7). 
We claim that this formula is unsatisfiable if and only if M accepts w. Assume 
that ?I is a truth assignment verifying E(F). and let t,, be /,tt, 1.. . . , tb. Then +!t 
must verify O++r,,+tt,, . . . ttf,, hmuse of the first clause above. Let I, bc 
fJ t, I. t, r,,, t. t, 6,. * . . , t. t, I,,); then ?I must verify Ottr,,Mr,, . . , tt/,,Cr,r, by the 
second clause. Continuing to use the second clause, we construct a sequence I,.. 
I-. . . . I2 of necessarily distinct terms such that ti verifies ~~tltl~tLt2 . , t1,1,. Now 
by the third clause, PI must verify an atom with predicate letter R in which the, 
termst.r,,.... f, ha\,e been substituted for the universal variables used to encode 
the computation. If M accepts w, we can imitate the computation usin,y clauses (21 
through (6) to dcduco that Yt mud verify, that instance of C: (the modified version 
of C,) in which the terms t, I,, . . . . ti: have been substituted for the universal, 
variables y,,, y,, . . . , J Jr But this is imposstbfe because of clause (7). hence M cannot 
accept w. 
To show the converse, we assume that ;vf does not accept w and construct a truth 
assignment ?I which verifies E(F). Specifically, let $8 verify Qrfrrrfu . . , I/U for evr:y 
term I of D(F) and every term u -frCr, u,. ur,. . . , uJa) where the u, are arbitrary 
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Further. Ict d verify 13 whenever M verifies A and (A-, f3) is an instance of a 
conjunct of F. By construction, ‘?f verifies 
A,,, an instance of C;. By the construction of ?f, there must 
bc some A, which is, satisfied by 3 such that (A, + A,,) is an instance of a conjunct 
of I-“. We may continue in this way to find a sequence of atoms A,,. A,, . . . . Al, 
which arc all saMkd by ?f. such that, for each i. (A,, , + A,) is an instance of a 
conpmct of f’; the p:credure terminates only when Al, is of the form Qrtu. . * ftu 
a* derribcd above. 
‘1 he scquencc A,!, A,. . . . . Ah obviously consists of two portions: there must exist 
u)mc j \uch that A,,. . . . A, arc’ atoms whose predicate letter is R and A,, ,. . . . . AL 
;lrc atom* whose predicate letter is 0. Moreover, the cl;ruses (A,,, + A,) are instances 
of clauses from f I b) for i between 1 and j. from 4 Ic) when i = j. and from (2) 
through (6) when i 2 j. But this mcuns that the atom A, i* an encoding of the initial 
conliguration of the computation over the substituenis for y,,. yl, . . . . ylr, and these 
term\ must all bc dirtinct. Each subsequent clause 1 A,, , + A,) represents a legal 
*tep of the computation for a rotation of the rape or transition tabk preparatory 
r(b \uch a \tcp). Thcrc is no possibility that different encodings can be intertwined. 
kau+c thr prcdicatc letter R now has all the encoding terms as a fixed sequence 
on Ihc end; the suhtitucntk in A, identify the encoding terms. Thus WC can construct 
it 1q:t1 ~:crmprrt;~ti~)n n which M act~pt\ H: :I contradiction. This completes the proof. 
Wc bcnctitcd from tli~cu~~ion~ with Scrgc Yoccoz in the early stapcs of this 
rl’\cih tc h 
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